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ABSTRACT
The tilt of the pulse front caused by misalignment in stretcher-compressor devices which are used in chirped pulse
amplification should be carefully considered in the design of femtosecond laser systems. We present a convenient
procedure for online measurement and minimization of the tilt in a grating stretcher/compressor setup. In addition,
we present a theoretical model for the autocorrelation signal in the presence of pulse front distortion. The influence
of the pulse front tilt to the autocorrelation function is numerically simulated and compared with the case for pulses
with fourth order chirp.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The tilt of the pulse front is one of the major issues in chirped pulse amplification (CPA) systems.'3 Pulse front
distortion can also occur when femtosecond pulses are focused4'5 or passed through birefringent crystals.6 It leads to
an undesired increase of the effective pulse duration and is accompanied by spatial chirp. Further, it can substantially
reduce the accuracy of interferometrically measured optical nonlinearities.7 Even the overlap of femtosecond pulses
over their intensity profile in space is not a trivial problem anymore.8

2. AUTOCORRELATION AND PULSE FRONT DISTORTION
An exact measurement of the pulse in time and space is required for applications using high-power short pulse laser
systems.

2.1. Physical situation
The conventional Michelson interferometer (Fig. la) is not sensitive to a distortion of the pulse front. Since the
two pulses are tilted parallelly, , their overlap in the nonlinear crystal for second harmonic (SH) generation depends
only on the time delay Td. The modification of the correlator by flipping one of the beams (as in the Mach-Zehnder

scheme, Fig. ib) results in a space time coupling. Fig. 2 shows this situation. It is easily seen that the effective
pulse length will be longer than ro ; therefor a change in the autocorrelation signal will appear. The influence of the
tilted pulse front to the interference of two pulses is shown in Fig. 3. Depending on the pulse overlap (Fig. 3, top),
interference lines are obtained on one side first, then mainly at the center of the beam cross-section, and finally on
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Figure 1. Conventional Michelson (a) and Mach-Zehnder autocorrelator with flipping one beam horizontally (b).
Dotted lines: tilted pulses (parallel (a) and antiparallel (b) pulse front orientation at the entrance of the SHG crystal).
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Figure 4. Comparison of the interferometric autocorrelation traces for Michelson and modified MachZehnder (envelope) autocorrelator.
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Figure 5. Increase of the effective pulse length and
decrease of the peak interferometric autocorrelation
signal vs. pulse front tilt.

and XO,e are the half width of the field of the pulse in time and space. The autocorrelation function

and therefor the effective pulse duration Teff are now functions of ro, and cxo,e: Teff

Teff(TO,E ,

axo,).

2.3. Numerical results
The Michelson and the modified Mach-Zehnder autocorrelators give quite different interferometric autocorrelation
signals for the same pulse front angular tilt. Obviously, the presence of a tilt in the pulse front affects the autocorrelation peak-to-background ratio and the effective pulse duration. The peak-to-background ratio is longer than 8:1,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
up.15
while the background keeps its strength and can be used for calibration (Fig. 4) . The effective pulse duration reff
determined from the autocorrelation pulse width measured at half of the peak-to-background difference. However,
the envelope for destructive interference of the autocorrelation trace does not contain information that is easy to
interpret because of the rather poor signal to noise ratio. Note that XO and TO (Fig. 4) are the full width of the
intensity distribution in space and time, in contrast to roe and xo,.
The monotone increasing function plotted in Fig. 5 presents the dependence of the effective pulse duration
on the pulse front tilt a. The increase in the effective pulse length is accompanied by a decrease of the SH peak
power. In general, the autocorrelation of a Gaussian pulse is less affected by a pulse front distortion than that of a
sech pulse with the same length TO . Despite that pulses from mode locked lasers are assumed to be sech shaped the
previous result is important since higher order dispersion is able to reshape these pulses towards Gaussian pulses.

3. TILT ANGLE MEASUREMENT AND ALIGNMENT
The interference picture of the modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer allows a quick measurement of the tilt angle
in one axis. Furthermore, it can be used for the alignment of the laser system to minimize the tilt of the pulse front.
A horizontal misalignment of mirror M2 in the interferometer by some angle introduces an additional relative tilt of
the two pulse fronts in the two arms of the interferometer. The interference pattern appears for pulses (regardless
of any intrinsic tilt) on one side and develops over the beam cross section to the other side when the relative time
delay Td S changed. This tilt can be controlled by mirror M2 and is used for the tilt measurement.

3.1. Procedure for tilt angle measurement
At first the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is aligned to see the central part of the interference pattern. Then the two
beams are aligned parallelly. In the case of an intrinsic tilt of the pulse front by ci, this intrinsic tilt can compensate
the tilt introduced by the misalignment of mirror M2 by an angle of 2 if a = —3. If this condition is fulfilled, the
interference lines appear and disappear simultaneously over the beam cross section when the relative time delay Td
is changed. The number of interference lines per unit length (l/D) gives the angle a of the intrinsic pulse front tilt
(e.g. in fs/mm)
A
a = arcsin(-),
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Figure 6. True pulse length and autocorrelation
length scaled for sech and Gaussian pulses.

Figure 7.

Relative autocorrelation broadening
(FWHM TFWHM and above background envelope
FWHM r) and peak power vs. relative pulse front
tilt for a 25fs sech pulse and the same pulse stretched
to 5Ofs by FOD.

where D is the distance between two interference maxima. The accuracy ofthe measurement is given by the resolution
of the fringes (in the order of ifs/mm).

3.2. Compressor alignment
The geometry of our commercial compressor is vertically asymmetric for the two passes by construction and results

in a vertical pulse front tilt. An additional horizontal tilt is mainly due to the accuracy of a retroreflector. The
horizontal tilt was varied from Ofs up to about 5Ofs over the beam diameter xo. By looking at the change of the
interference picture, the pulse front distortion induced by the compressor can be minimized in each axis. Our
compressor compensates for the second and third order dispersion of the stretcher and regenerative amplifier, but
it leaves a non negligible fourth order dispersion (FOD). In the next section this chirp is included to the numerical
autocorrelation including pulse front tilt.

4. FOD-CHIRP AND PULSE FRONT TILT
The ratio of the autocorrelation length to the pulse length depends on the chirp. This is shown in Fig. 6 for a 25fs sech
shaped pulse. The scaled autocorrelation pulse length assuming a Gaussian and a sech pulse form underestimates the
true pulse length. The deviation exceeds soon 10 percent. The pulse envelope in time changes with increasing FOD
chirp towards a Gaussian shape, so that the Gaussian scaling factor is more appropriate for a small FOD chirp. In
Fig. 7, a pulse front tilt is included for a 25fs pulse and a FOD chirped pulse (pulse duration 5Ofs). The influence of
the pulse front tilt on the autocorrelation of the chirped pulse is smaller than for an unchirped pulse. This is due to
the weaker interference in the wings due to the frequency chirp. Furthermore, the broadening of the autocorrelation
depends on the level where the autocorrelation length is taken. Since the peak-to-background ratio of8:1 is not given
anymore, the experimental measurement of the autocorrelation length should be taken at the half maximum above
background. The resulting pulse length is called i. This value is compared to the FWHM of the autocorrelation
trace and shows to be less influenced by the tilt for the FOD chirped pulse. Additionally, the decrease of the peak
power is indicated in Fig. 7.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the interferometric autocorrelation curves obtained by the conventional Michelson and Mach-Zehnder interferometers, the tilt of the pulse front remains obscured. The effective pulse duration can be substantially larger. An
accurate approach should involve an interferometric autocorrelator where the beam is flipped successively in both
axes. The tilt of the pulse front is accompanied by a spatial chirp. The higher order dispersion leads to an undesired
reshaping of the pulse and the autocorrelation signal. The broadening of the autocorrelation signal due to the pulse
front tilt is not as effective.
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